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TWENTY-FIVE-YEAR HONOREES

Frederick Boasi
Ruth F. Bowden
John M. Beam
Bernard Domanski
Baruch England
Maryann S. Feola
Erlan H. Feria
Daniel T. Gagliardi
Eugene F. Garaventa
Ruth M. Glenn
Neila Green
Roberta Klibaner
Yale Melzer
Anita Mrozinski
Allen Natowitz
Antonio Picciallo
Sally Provenzano
Janet Riley-Williams
Donna L. Rosendorf
Janet Sadkowski
Carolyn Sgromo
Marilyn Simon
Nan Sussman
Joyce Taylor
Barrett Toomey
Marilyn A. Ulrich
Frank Vega
Robert Yurma

THIRTY-YEAR HONOREES

Dennis R. Casey
Clarence Daughtry
Robert Franklin
Dorothy Kovacs
Michael E. Kress
Abraham Malz
Barry Martin
Mary Mingola
John R. Oppenheimer
Linda Reveson
Nicholas Saccone

As part of our commitment to reduce paper consumption and to become a greener campus, the list of College accomplishments of the past year, normally contained in a brochure distributed at Convocation, can be accessed as a PDF from the College website, at www.csi.cuny.edu.
2006 Honorees with 30 Years of Service

Mirella Affron
Charlotte Alexander
Maryellen Arrington
Frank Battaglia
Alan Benimoff
William Bernhardt
Sherry Blackman
Rima Blair
Irwin Blatt
Richard Brooks
Richard Brown
Thomas Bucaro
Albert Burchsted
Jody Caccese
Ruth Calderon-Guiterrez
William Canary
Pamela Carlton
Luther Carpenter
Fairfield Canvile
Bruce Chandler
Norbert Chencinski
Emile Chi
Joanne Cipully
Jane Coffee
Annabelle Cohen
Sandi Cooper
Margery Cornwell
Gloria Cortopassi
Richard Currie

Irene Deitch
Irene Denave
Jean-Claude Derderian
Gordon Dipaolo
Palma Eadicicco
David Falk
Barbara Forchette
Frank Galati
Kathleen Galvez
Dolores Garcia
Gloria Garcia
Audrey Glynn
Michael Greenberg
Nathan Greenspan
Edward Hack
Myra Hauben
Sherman Heller
Warren Hermanson
James Hladek
Alan Hoffner
Calvin Holder
Robert Hulton-Baker
Arnold Kantrowitz
Peter Keil
Lester Keyser
Stephan Kinney
Charles Kramer
Norman Kruger
Judith Kuppersmith
Jacqueline LeBlanc

Sandra LeCausi
Herbert Leibman
Alfred Levine
Sandi Lisa
Louise Malarkey
Ralph Martel
Maryellen McMorrow
Edward Meehan
Clara Melman
Peter Miller
William Monaghan
Dorothy Moody
Fred Naider
Joseph Newmark
Anderson Ohan
John Olsen
Wallace Orlovsky
Rose Ortiz
John Owens
Erument Ozizmir
Jean Pagel
Tai Park
Patricia Passlof
Howard Peirano
Vasilios Petatos
Evan Pickman
David Poignant
Pasquale Policarpo
Richard Powers
Lorraine Priester

Sonia Ragir
Linda Reese
Sidney Richard
Irving Robbins
Sandra Sanchez
James Sanders
Stanley Schonbuch
William Schreiber
Joel Schwartz
Ira Shor
Gerald Sider
Phil Sigler
Alvin Silverstein
Ivan Snodlaka
Stephen Stearns
George Stem
Harvey Taub
Miriam Taunser
Charles Thomas
Frank Torre
David Traboulay
Roberta Vogel
Howard Weiner
Aron Weiss
Sherman Whippkey
Leonard Winkler
Nan-Loh Yang
Mohammed Yousef
Stanley Zimmerman
Steven Zuckermann